CONTRACTING
MANUAL FOR CONCLUDING
A PROJECT CONTRACT SIGNATURE

This manual summarizes how to proceed with the signature
of the Project Contract (contract)*.
The contract has to be signed within 60 days from the date
of the announcement of the results of the Call for Proposals
on the TA CR website.

Generating the contract in ISTA
How to correctly generate the contract
in the ISTA system?**

Submitting documents before
signing the contract
Which documents have to be submitted
before signing the contract?

*§ 25 Act No. 130/2002 Coll., on the support of research, development and innovation from public funds
**The ISTA information system for Project Promoters is in Czech language, therefore the screenshots from ISTA
used in this manual are in Czech.

Generating the contract in ISTA
How to correctly generate the contract
in the ISTA system?
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Project Owner
firstly, check that you are the ISTA Project Owner (only those
have the access to the contract)
to verify it, open your project in ISTA and in the „Project
Introduction“ tab look at the „Project authorization“ table
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„List of documents to submit”

select the „Current data“ button, fill
in the basic data of the Project Promoter
in the contract (see below) and save the data

„Work activities”

if you are the Project Owner, go to your „Work
activities“ (you can find the icon in the upper right
corner of the page)

in the „Work activities“, find the task titled „Document
preparation and signature of the Contract“ and open it

Filling in the individual fields
„Represented by”
fill in a member / members of the statutory body of the Project
Promoter
the number of persons is determined by a prescribed manner
of representation of the organisation
for example, if the organisation has to be represented by at least
two managers, fill in at least two persons in this field
do not modify (by declension) the names (because they will be
stated exactly as you enter them in the signature line)

„Bank details”
fill in the name of the bank where the account for receiving
the TA CR funding is maintained (in the case of Czech public
research organisations and Czech public universities, it has
to be the Czech National Bank)

„Account prefix, Account number and Bank Identifier Code”
make sure the data are correctly filled in
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„List of documents to submit”
Data verification
in the „Input data for finalising the contract“ tab, check the
data filled in
if you find a discrepancy in the data you filled in, correct
them in the „Current data“ tab
in case of inconsistency in the system-generated data (e.g.
organisation address), contact the TA CR Project Officer
from the Project Management Department of TA CR

check the draft of the contract and the Key Project Parameters
in ISTA, you can download the drafts of the documents with
a watermark (which disappears after locking the data)
we recommend downloading the draft of the KAPPA Terms
and Conditions, their knowledge will greatly facilitate your
work with the project
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„Locking the current version
of the contract documentation”
Once verified that the data in the drafts of both the
“Contract'' and the “Key Project Parameters” are correct, you
can lock the contract documents

If you still find any errors after the lock,
contact the TA CR Project Officer from the
Project Management Department of TA CR
or send a query via Helpdesk. The TA CR
Project Officer will open the contract
documents for you to correct them and
lock them again.
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„Revision number” verification
after locking the contract documents, generate the “Contract”
and the “Key Project Parameters” and print two copies of each
if you want to sign the contract electronically, you don’t have to
print it out (the same applies for the Key Project Parameters)
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„Contract documentation” and „Key
Project Parameters” signature
let the contract be signed by a member (or members)
of the statutory body of the Project Promoter
(if someone else signs it on their behalf, present the power
of attorney to TA CR)
send the two originals of the signed contract and two
originals of the Key Project Parameters to the TA CR address
or deliver them personally to the TA CR Mailroom (the Key
Project Parameters do not have to be signed the KAPPA Terms
and Conditions do not have to be printed and attached to the
contract.)

on the original of the contract and the Key Project
Parameters, check that the revision number in the lower right
corner is the same as on the documents in ISTA, this number
may change
if the revision number on the printed documents does not
match the number on the documents in ISTA, generate new
documents in ISTA and print them out

you don't need to link the documents together (staple, stick
together,...)
Digital signature of the contract
The member (or members) of the statutory body of the
Project Promoter can sign the contract electronically, in that
case, send the contract with the Key Project Parameters via
a data box.
The electronic signature has to be a qualified certificate issued
by qualified certification authority (Postsignum, I.CA, eIdentity)*.
It is not possible to use the so called „commercial certificates“,
which are used for e.g. encrypting the e-mail communication
or safe log in etc.

*The signature has to be in line with § 6 of Act. No. 297/2016 Coll., on trust services
for electronic transactions

What phase is the contracting process in?
the actual state of contracting can be found in your “Work
activities”, specifically into the field „Current step“
„Document preparation and signature of the Project
Contract/Decision on the provision of funding“ - all the necessary
documents before the contract signature are being gathered
„Signature of the Project Contract/Decision on the provision of
funding“ - the contract is being signed by TA CR (this state will
remain until TA CR sends you one original of the signed contract)

Submitting documents before signing
the contract
Which documents have to be submitted
before signing the contract?

Proof of eligibility
primarily follow the Decision on Result of the Call for Proposals,
there is everything you need to submit.
or each member of the statutory body (e.g. of the managers,
not the supervisory body) of each Beneficiary (Project Promoter
and all Project Partners), prove the eligibility by submitting a
Request for the Extract from the Criminal Record (or by submitting
the Extract from a Czech Criminal record) (the document has to been
submitted for each member of the statutory body, regardless of the
means of representation)
E.g.: The statutory body has five members and two members have to act jointly
to represent the organisation, but the document has to be submitted by all five
members.

proof of eligibility is not needed for persons, who need to have a clean
criminal record as a prerequisite for the position (e.g. for public
research organisations).*
sent the Request for the Extract from the Criminal Record (or the
Extract from the Czech Criminal Record) only once per Call for
Proposals, it is not necessary to submit it for each individual project (the
Request for the Extract from the Criminal Record does not have to be
signed if it is sent via data box)
if you submit the Extract from the Czech Criminal Record, send the
original in paper form or the electronic version with the conversion
verification clause (the Extract from the Czech Criminal Record cannot
be older than 90 days)
in the case of non-Czech persons (Project Partners from Donor States
and third countries), submit the Request for the Extract from the
Criminal Record, the Extract from a foreign Criminal Record might not
include the necessary information
while filling in the Request for the Extract from the Criminal Record,
check the personal identification number (only for Czech persons)
Request for the Extract from the Criminal Record of each Beneficiary of
one project can be submitted in one data box message
*§ 18 (7) of Act No. 130/2002 Coll., on the support of research, development
and innovation from public funds

Send the proof of eligibility only for the
members of the statutory body, not e.g. for
the members of supervisory bodies!

Extract from the Czech Commercial Register is not necessary to
submit, TA CR will obtain this extract from the public register. If
there’s a need for a submission of an Extract from a Commercial
Register, TA CR will contact you.
In the Decision on Result of Call for Proposals, TA CR can request
additional documents which are indicated by the specifics of the
Call for Proposals or individual Project Promoter and Project
Partner.
Through the task „Document preparation and signature of the
Contract“, you can see everything that is needed to submit.
The administration process of the contract signature is time
consuming procedure. It might happen that the documents have
the „requested“ state even the documents have already been
submitted.
If you are not sure whether the document has been properly
delivered, you can contact the TA CR Project Officer.
The signed contract can be sent even if you have not submitted all
the necessary documents yet. The TA CR Project Officer will submit
the contract to be signed by TA CR only after the documentation is
complete.
If you forgot to submit some of the documents or the documents
are incomplete, the TA CR Project Officer will contact you and
request a correction.

After TA CR signs the contract, you will receive one
original by mail or by data box (depending on the
signature form I have chosen). The Czech Contract
Register will be ensured by TA CR. You will receive the
funding within 30 days from the day the contract comes
into force. In case of any questions, please contact the
TA CR Project Officer or use the Helpdesk.

